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a swiss brand

simply beautiful

inspired by japanese philosophy



office accessories



 

Malevich
Pen and pencil holder

White Dionyssos marble



 

Malevich
Pen and pencil holder

White Dionyssos marble

 



Plume
Pen / pencil desk caddy 

Solid Oak and solid Brass

7 cm 
(2 3/4 in)

24 cm (9 3/4 in)

7 cm 
(2 3/4 in)



 

Plume
Pen / pencil desk caddy 



 

Barc
Wooden pen case with a metal cover. 
Available in four combinations of material 
and finish.

Solid Ash in natural or dark stained colour 
Stainless steel or Brass metal top

4,2 cm 
(1 3/4 in)

22 cm (9 in)

6,3 cm 
(2 1/2 in)



Barc
Wooden pen case with a metal cover. 
Available in four combinations of meterial 
and finish.



 

ogi
pen holder inspired
by the traditional hand-fan
co-designed with Tizen Kints

satin bronze and white paper



ogi
pen holder inspired
by the traditional hand-fan
co-designed with Tizen Kints



 

Fold Line
Brass desk ruler

Solid Brass

2 cm 
(3/4 in)

30 cm (12 in)

4 cm 
(1 5/8 in)



 

Fold Line
Brass desk ruler



 

fold open
letter opener in bronze.

satin bronze



 

fold open
letter opener in bronze.



 

 

 

DSK 01
pen holder, in bronze with wooden tray.

polished bronze and plywood in Oak or 
Walnut

23,5 cm (9 1.4 in)

6,5 cm 
(2 1/2 in)

6 cm 
(2 3/8 in)



DSK 01
pen holder, in bronze with wooden tray.



 

 

 

DSK 02
phone stand in bronze with charger cable 
access and wooden tray. The phone stand 
is also available without the tray (DSK03)

polished bronze and plywood in Oak or 
Walnut

23,5 cm (9 1.4 in)

6,5 cm 
(2 1/2 in)

6 cm 
(2 3/8 in)



DSK 02
phone stand in bronze with charger cable 
access and wooden tray. The phone stand 
is also available without the tray (DSK03)



 

 

 

Linelight
Adjustable LED task light for home or of-
fice use.

Aluminium body in various finishes
LED 4.3W, 4000-4500K, 294Lm

67 cm 
(28 in)

17,5 cm 
(7 in) square



 

Linelight
Adjustable LED task light for home or of-
fice use.



 

 

Linelight
Adjustable LED floor light for home or of-
fice use.

Aluminium body in various finishes
LED 4.3W, 4000-4500K, 294Lm

100 cm 
(40 in) 



 

 

Linelight
Adjustable LED floor light for home or of-
fice use.



home accessories



 

VIP
Vide poche with lid

Natural oak



 

VIP
Vide poche

Natural oak

 



 

Apeiro
Coat hanger in the shape of infinity,
set of two

stainless steel or powder coated steel

7 cm (2 3/4 in)7 cm (2 3/4 in)

16 cm 
(6 1/4 in)



 

Apeiro
Coat hanger in the shape of infinity, set of 
two

Available in stainless steel and powder 
coated steel in matt white and matt black.

 



 

bOx
bOx is a modular jewel/watch box. The 
stacking central compartments can store 
rings, cufflinks and similar small items. 
The middle part is reversible in order to 
accommodate different sized necklaces 
but also to allow for the height needed to 
store mens watches

Solid Walnut with natural oil

1 cm (3/8 in)

4,5 cm (1 3/4 in)

3 cm (1 3/16 in)

ø16,5 cm 
(6 1/2 in)

8,5 cm 
(3 3/8 in)

 



 

bOx
bOx is a modular jewel/watch box. The 
stacking central compartments can store 
rings, cufflinks and similar small items. 
The middle part is reversible.



table & kitchen ware



 

Bloom
container

Natural oak or stained ash, oiled



 

Bloom
Container

Natural oak or stained ash, oiled

 



 

Tour
Stacking containers 

Natural ash, oiled



 

Tour
Stacking containers

Natural ash, oiled

 



 

Oval
Napkin and/or paper weight

Dionyssos White and Tinos Green marble



 

Oval
Napkin and/or paper weight

Dionyssos White and Tinos Green marble

 



Wine bottle opener. Design for placing the wine 
bottle cork on the table next to the bottle.

Bronze and stainless steell

pop

5 cm (2 in)

7 cm
(2 3/4 in)



Wine bottle opener

pop



Wine bottle opener. 

Bronze and stainless steel

O



Wine bottle opener

O



Containers for spices in four sizes

solid Ash / Walnut / Oak / black Cherry 
with food safe oil

Pinch



Containers for spices in four sizes

Pinch



A very ergonomic and efficient, mortar and pestle, 
suitable for processing herbs, spices, nuts etc. 

solid European Ash or Oak with food safe oil

Pino



solid European Ash or Oak with food safe oil

Pino



Salt & pepper set 

porcelain with white glazing

Spice



Salt & pepper set

Spice



Tray/platter to be used for canapés, finger food or 
fruit bowl.

solid Ash or Elm with food safe oil

Stadio 2



Stadio 2
solid Ash or Elm with food safe oil



Shibui is a Japanese word that refers to an aesthetic of simple, unobtrusive beauty.

It is also the name of our homeware and accessories company based in Switzerland, created by 
award-winning designers Constantinos Hoursoglou and Athanasios Babalis.

To us shibui means design in harmony with nature, where every form has a function and every detail 
a purpose. Handmade in Europe by specialist artisans, our creations are inspired by a desire to make 
elegant, useful objects accessible to all. Shibui products use minimal resources and natural materi-
als, and are made to last. We pride ourselves on honest pricing, consistent quality, and openness to 
special requests. 

Integrity, sustainability, and beautiful simplicity: these are the values of shibui.

 

For more information on Shibui, the product range and the designers please contact us at:

facebook: https://www.facebook.com/shibui.ch  

twitter: @shibui_ch

instagram: shibui.ch

www.shibui.ch

info@shibui.ch

+41(0)786256156



www.shibui.ch




